In R. L. Wilder's book [2] the open and closed generalized manifolds are extensively studied. However, no study is made of the generalized manifold with boundary nor is a definition of such a space given except in the case of the generalized closed n-cell. A definition of a generalized manifold with boundary was given by the author in his paper [1] . Before undertaking the study of further properties of these manifolds it seems appropriate to characterize the manifolds with boundary in terms of the open and closed manifolds of Wilder. It is to that purpose that this paper is directed and in particular the generalized closed w-cell of Wilder is characterized as a special manifold with boundary.
(2) p T (M mop! K] x) = 0 for all xÇikf, r < n -1, (3) £ n (M mod X; x) = 1 for all x£M", (4) p r (M, x) = 0 for all x£K,r < rc. (Note that this definition reduces to Wilder's definition of an w-dimensional generalized closed manifold (w-gcm) when K = 0 [2, p. 244] for (2) becomes p T (M, x) = 0, r < n, which is equivalent to r-co-local connectedness r < n f and (4) no longer applies.) THEOREM 
The boundary set K in Definition 1.2 is unique.
Proof. Let K\ and K 2 be two closed subsets of M satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.2. Suppose there is a point x£Ki but not £K 2 . By (3), p n (M mod K 2 ;x) = 1, but since x$K 2 , p n (M mod K 2 ; x) = p n (M, x), hence p n {M, x) = 1 which is a contradiction to p n (M, x) = 0 by (4) since x(Ei£i. Thus i£i = K 2 . THEOREM 
A necessary and sufficient condition that M be a manifold with boundary is that there exist a closed subset K of M such that :
(1) M = KU A, Kr\ A =0, dim M =n, (2) K is an (n -l)-gcm (see note after Definition 1.2), (3) A is a non-compact n-gm (i.e., Definition 1.2 with K = 0 and M locally compact, but not compact), (4) p r (M, x) = 0, r < n for all x^K.
Proof of necessity. (1) This clearly follows from Definition 1.2 (1). (2)
We first note that K is compact since K = À -A is a closed subset of the compact set M. We next show that p n -.i(K, x) = 1 for all x£K and that K is colc n_2 (that is, r-co-locally connected r < n -2, which is equivalent to p T (K, x) = 0, r < w-2 forallxGX"). Since by Definition 1.2 (4)£ r _i(iif,x) = p T {M,x) = 0 for r < wand all xGi£, it follows that£ r _i(2£, x) = £ r (-M"modi£;x) which [2, p. 291, Theorem 1.4] gives us the result by referring to (2) and (3) of the definition. Finally, dim K = n -1, for dim K < n, but if dim K < w -2, then [2, p. 196, Theorem 7 .7] we conclude that p n -i(K, x) = 0 contrary to what we have just proved above.
(3) We first observe that K ^ 0 since dim K -n -1 and, therefore, A is locally compact but not compact, since it is an open subset of a compact space M and has a non-vacuous boundary K. Also dim A -n by Definition 1.
(3).
A is clearly cole 7 *"" 1 and p n {A,x) = 1 forxG^4 by (2) and (3) since p r (M mod K;x) = £rC&f, x) = p T {A, x) for x£i4.
(4) This is the same as Definition 1.2 (4).
Proof of sufficiency. By (1) Â -A C K and if x£K, but x #Â -A then £ n _i(Af,x) = £ n _i(if,x), but p n -i(M,x) = 0 by (4) which contradicts p n -i(K, x) = 1 by part of (2); therefore À -A = X. Also dim K = M -1 < M by (2 
By (2) and the above equality, we have p T (M mod K; x) = p r -i(K, x) = 0 for all x £ K, r < w -1, and for x G ^4 this follows from (3).
By (2) and the above equality we have p n (M mod K; x) = p n -i(K, x) = 1 for all x £ X, which follows from (3) for x Ç ^4. This is the same as (4). (
Before proving this theorem we remark that in the case of a closed subset K of a compact space ikf, such as we have here, the cycles M mod K and the infinite cycles on A = M -K are related in a one to one fashion so that if z n is a cycle on M mod K and g is the related infinite cycle on A, then z n ^ 0 on M mod K if and only if g ^ 0 on A. This result has been verified by Wilder in connection with some of his work that is not yet published. We now proceed to the proof.
Proof of necessity. All the conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4) follow from Theorem 1.2, except that A satisfies D'. To verify this let A i C A be closed relative to A, such that A -A i relative to A is compact. Let f be an infinite cycle on A i, then by the above remark there is a corresponding cycle z n on M mod K and z n will be on Mi = A x U Ki which is a proper closed subset of M. 
Since only w-dimensional coverings are being used, this means that 
is a non-compact n-gm orientable in the sense that there is an infinite cycle on A not homologous on A to any infinite cycle on a proper closed subset of A.
(4) p r (M, x) = 0, r < n,for all x£K. C n __ r n mod jj-on M^ w here C re -T n is on Mi. It follows that z n is ^ mod K to a cycle on a proper closed subset of M. This contradicts the orientability assumption; hence 2 n_1 is not homologous to a cycle on a proper closed subset of K, which is the orientability condition for K.
The orientability condition for the n-D-gm can be more simply stated as is indicated in the following theorem. Then (ndy n + a 2 dz n = 0 on 7, but dy n is on M -U, hence = 0onfC^; thus dz n = 0 on V. Now i£i = K -F is a proper closed subset of K and by the above z n is a cycle mod i£ x ; therefore by the hypothesis p n (M,K 1 ) = 0, we have z n ^ 0 on M mod 2£"i, contrary to the orientability assumption. Thus we conclude that
hence y n = 0 on V -K (since only ^-dimensional coverings are considered). This, however, implies y n = 0 on 7-2S:= 7; therefore 7 W ^ 0 mod (ikf -F), and p n (M, x) = 0 for all xÇK. COROLLARY 
iw an orientable n-D-gm M with boundary K the condition p n (M, Ki) = 0, where K\ is a proper closed subset of K, is equivalent to the condition p n (M,x) = Ofor allx£K.
Proof. The proof follows by combining Theorems 1.4 and 2.4 The following example shows that condition (4) of Definition 1.2 is necessary for r < n even in the case of an orientable n-D-gm.
Example. Let M be a solid pinched sphere, i.e., a 2-sphere plus its interior in which all points on some fixed diameter are identified. Let K equal the boundary 2-sphere with the pinched points, then M satisfies conditions D and (1), (2), (3), and (4) (for r = n = 3) of Definition 1.2, but p 2 (M, x) = 1 where x is the pinched point.
The next theorem and its corollaries clarify the role of the n-D-gm in connection with the orientable n-gm.
The orientable manifold satisfying condition D.

THEOREM 3.1. If M is an n-gm with boundary K, then M has only a finite number of components Mi \J M 2 W . . . W M k , and each component Mi is an n-gm with boundary K t -K C\ M t \ and if M is orientable, then each M t is an orientable w-D-gm with boundary K t .
Proof. M has only a finite number of components since it is compact and locally-O-connected. Let At = Mf -K h then clearly (1) Â t -A t = K t . Conditions (2), p r (Mi mod K u x) = 0 for all x£M it r < n -1 ; (3) pn(M t mod K u x) = 1 for all x€K t ; and (4), p r (M if x) -0 for all x£K iy r < n follow immediately from the corresponding conditions on M and K since K t C K and the Mi are separated. The condition dim Mi -n follows since M t C M and dim M -n implies that dim M t < n, and condition (3) for M t requires that dim Mi > n. Also 
would be a proper closed subset of M f \ and a locus of concentration for C n , contrary to the minimal property of M" t . We therefore conclude that ai 9 e 0 and a 2 5^ 0 in the preceding homology, and that
Since x is a boundary point of M" t and i£* = Ai -Au there is a point y £ F -iT* -ikf'i. Let W be an open set such that
Now just as before z n i ^ 0 on W, but C n = 0 on IF, since AT"* is a locus of concentration and this requires the open set Mi -W 3 M"* to carry C n . This is, however, contrary to C n = -(ai/a 2 )s n i on F -X*; therefore we conclude that M"i C #<; and that C n = 0 mod X,.
COROLLARY 3.1. Proof. The necessity follows from Theorems 2.4 and 3.1. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 2.4 which requires each M * to be orientable, and from the fact that M is clearly orientable if each component is. 
The generalized w-cell.
Before proving the next theorem we prove three lemmas needed later. LEMMA 
If M is an n-gm with boundary K, then A
(uniformly r-locally connected r < n -1).
Proof. Let A' be homeomorphic with A such that A' C\ A =0 and such that A 1 \J K is an n-gm M f with boundary K; then by Theorem 2.4 of (1) M U Jkf = S is an w-gcm. By [2, p. 292, Theorem 1.7] we have5 -K -A' \J A\s (n -r -1) -ulc for 0 < n -r -1 < n -1, since ( is a generalized (open) n-cell (i.e. , a non-compact orientable w-gm satisfying D' which is cell-like in the sense that its compact (augmented) homology groups of dimensional < n reduce to the identity).
(4) p r (M, x) = 0, r < n, for all x £K.
[2, p. Proof. By Theorem 3.2 there is one cycle z n~l on K satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. By Theorem 4.3 any two non-bounding (n -1)-cycle on K are linearly dependent; therefore, any such cycle satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. The next theorem, which is a summary of the necessary and sufficient conditions contained in Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, and 4.1, shows that in each case the condition imposed on M is equivalent to a similar condition on A -M -Km the presence of three other conditions that do not change. Proof. By Theorem 1.2, K is a 0-gcm, that is, a finite set of points; and by Conditions (2) and (4), M is a Peano continuum. Suppose M is not a 1-sphere; then either M is acyclic or contains a 1-sphere /. If M 3 /, but M 9 e J, then the argument in the remarks on [2, p. 271] yields a neighbourhood P of a point x £J and three arcs xx', xy f , and xy such that each lies entirely in P except their end points x', y'', and y which lie on the boundary of P, and each pair of arcs has only the point x in common. We can also suppose P is chosen so that it contains no points of K -x. Then the arcs (x'x W xy) and (x'x U xy') carry 1-cycles mod [(M-P)UX] (actually mod (M -P)) which, because M is one-dimensional, are linearly independent with respect to homologies mod [(5 -Q)UK] for every Q, Q C P, contrary to pi(M mod K; x) = 1. If M is acylic, then M 3 a (maximal) non-degenerate arc J. li M 9 e J, the argument above again yields a neighbourhood P of an interior point x € J and three arcs xx r , #y, and xy with the above properties, and leads to a contradiction as before. 
